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Abstract— Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANETs) provides the 
vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication for the safety 
application. There are many security requirements in 
VANETs. ECDSA algorithm fulfils all the security 
requirements but it’s come with the processing overhead and 
there is a chance of computation based DoS attack. However 
the VANETs are the time constrained each safety message 
should be reached at a time to other vehicles. TESLA uses the 
symmetric key cryptography that is MAC algorithm but it is 
not that much scalable as compared to ECDSA because of 
multi-hop communication is not possible in TESLA and also it 
uses the delay key disclosure so till that the message and MAC 
has to be stored in the memory so there is chances of memory 
based DoS attack in TESLA. So if we use the MAC algorithm 
in the classical PKI system in place of ECDSA algorithm than 
it can reduce the processing overhead associated with ECDSA 
so time will be low for each message authentication and it also 
mitigate the problem of memory based and computation based 
DoS attacks that can be useful for the VANETs safety related 
applications as safety applications are time constraint. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

    In 2007 , road accidents have cost 110 deaths ,4600 
injuries and €438 millions daily in the European Union. The 
damage is similarly devastating in the United States with 
102 deaths, 7900 injuries and $630 millions [1] daily 
therefore Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have 
appealed to many research interest now a days from 
academic, from research scholar and deployment efforts 
from industries [2].VANET applications can be divided in 
to three types 1) safety-related 2) traffic optimization and 3) 
infotainment [1]. 
 
    VANETs are a subset of MANETs (Mobile Ad-hoc 
Networks) in which communication nodes are mainly 
vehicles. As such, this kind of network should deal with a 
great number of highly mobile nodes, eventually dispersed 
in different roads[16].In the vehicular ad-hoc networks 
(VANETs) intelligent vehicles can communicate among 
themselves (Vehicle-to-vehicle(V2V) communication) and 
with the road-side infrastructure (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure 
(V2I) communication) as shown in the below 
Fig.1.Moreover, a large number of Certificate Authorities 
(CAs) or Trust Authority (TAs) will also exits ,where each 
CA is responsible for the identity management of all 

vehicles registered in its region (e.g. National 
territory ,district ,country) [6][20]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 1.VANETs Example 
 
      It is anticipated that vehicles equipped with the wireless 
communication devices can communicate with each other 
and the roadside units (RSUs) located at critical points such 
as intersections. Vehicles   are expected to communicate by 
means of the Dedicated Short-Range Communication 
Protocol (DSRC) standard, which applies the IEEE 802.11p 
standard for wireless communication. To offer 
communication with participants out of radio range, the 
messages could be forwarded by other vehicles (Multihop 
Communication)[2][3][18]. 
 

Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) or Tamper Proof 
Devices (TPDs) is often mounted on vehicles. These 
devices are especially interesting for security purposes, as 
they offer reliable storage and computation. They usually 
have a reliable internal clock and are supposed to be 
tamper-resistant or at least tamper-evident. In this way, 
sensitive information (e.g. user credentials or pre-crash 
information) can be reliably stored [15][16].The 
organization of this paper is as follows: In section II survey 
of related work, section III contains the brief of proposed 
work, section IV contains simulation results and section V 
conclusion. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Many research work has been done related to security 
issues in the VANETs safety related applications. There are 
various security requirements in VANETs. When we talks 
about all this security requirement than PKI is the most 
suitable and old technique to achieve all this goals that are 
given by the authors in papers [1][4][14].In paper [12] Raya 
and Hubaux proposed PKI system with it advantages and 
disadvantages. In 2007 Raya and Hubaux proposed PKI 
system with multiple certificates that are preloaded in the 
vehicle to provide privacy with classical PKI system 
[15].The disadvantage of the scheme is that there is need to 
change certificate at the time interval which is time 
consuming. In ABAKA scheme [2] the authors had 
consider the conditional privacy and also provided the use 
of the pseudoidentity to hide the actual identity of the 
vehicle. In AMOEBA [10] scheme authors had considered 
the privacy issue and proposed the group signature scheme 
to provide privacy. However in AMOEBA the real identity 
is with group manager. The selection of group manager 
done randomly so there are chances that malicious vehicle 
can be selected as group manager and thus the real identity 
of all vehicles can leak. In the paper [1] authors proposed 
the overhead of ECDSA algorithm for providing the 
security in VANETs and also there are chances of 
computation based DoS attack [3].In TESLA scheme 
authors use MAC algorithm in place of ECDSA thus reduce 
the complexity but, still there is need to store MAC and 
Message in memory till the key disclose and thus chances 
of memory based DoS attack[13].In paper [3] authors 
proposed the VAST scheme that is the combination of 
MAC and Signature but, still in this there is need to store 
key and self-generated MAC in memory till key discloses. 

 
III.PROPOSED WORK 

A. System Preliminaries 
   For the proposed scheme that is PKI-SC we have taken 
the classical PKI system. In the PKI system there is one 
certificate authority that is CA is used for the credential 
management and authentication of the vehicles and after 
registration process it provides the certificate and the pair of 
the public and private key to the vehicle. After that this 
private key and certificate it can use for the communication 
with the other vehicles within the VANETs [16].The 
vehicles communicate with the CA via RSU (Road Side 
Unit) which is known as the online registration else it can 
directly communicate with CA that is known as the offline 
registration [16]. 
 
    We assume that each vehicle will be equipped with the 
tamper proof device, which is secure against any 
compromise attempt in any circumstances [2][12][15]. Note 
that the use of tamper proof device is recommended by 
current VANET Security standards to reduce the risk of 
vehicle compromised by adversaries. Due to tamper proof 
device no adversary can steal data that is stored in the 
device [2].Here we used the MAC algorithm that is the 
symmetric key cryptography algorithm in place of the 
ECDSA algorithm that is the asymmetric key cryptography 
algorithm in classical PKI system so; it can provide the 

benefit of PKI system and reduce the time overhead 
associated with ECDSA algorithm. 
 
B. System Model 
    The below detail shows the how the authentication of the 
vehicle done with the CA, and how the one vehicles will 
authenticate the other vehicle. 
 
1. Registration of  New Vehicle to CA 
    The below procedure show authentication of the new 
vehicle to CA and, generation of pseudoidentity and secret 
key. For the privacy preservation the CA is responsible for 
generating random pseudoidentity and corresponding secret 
key. Fig. 2 shows registration of new vehicle to CA. 
I. Authentication Module: OBU 
    This step is required to ensure that the car user is the 
valid user  and is not a malicious vehicle so any other 
person will not be able to get access of the vehicle's OBU.A 
user inputs its password in activate the OBU to pass the 
verification process. Password PWVi that is in form of the 
bits. If the password is valid than only RVIDi (Registration 
Number) is delivered to the Certificate Authority (CA)[2] ; 
otherwise the taper-proof device will not be activated that is 
attach with OBU to store the sensitive data for OBU so, an 
adversary cannot get any information. Each vehicle have 
the Registration Number is stored within the OBU's Tamper 
-Proof device that cannot be changed by attacker [2][5][15]. 

Table 1 
Notations Used for Proposed System 

 
II. Authentication Request Procedure of the Vehicle to CA 
    If the password of the tamper proof device is correct than 
only the tamper proof device will be activated and the 
RVIDi (Registration Number) is delivered to the certificate 
authority (CA).Certificate authority which registers the 
vehicles before they are allowed to operate on the road and 
that cannot be compromised. 

• There are many ways to check the reply attack. 
Here we choose the use of time stamp because 
each OBU can perform time synchronization using 
the tamper-proof device [2][12].To mitigate with 
the reply attack the Vi first generate the Ti that is 
the current timestamp.  

Notation  Description

Vi Vehicle Vi 

RVIDi Registration Number of vehicle Vi 

PWDi 
Password of the Tamper Proof device for 
vehicle Vi 

Ti  Time Stamp of vehicle Vi 

SKVi 
Secret Key or Secret Number for vehicle Vi 
sent by CA 

PUVi 
Public Key of vehicle Vi sent by CA and store 
in certificate 

TCA_Ti Current Time Stamp of CA 
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• Now by using the tamper proof device the Vi will 
pass its RVIDi and the time stamp to the 
Certificate Authority. Other vehicles can also 
know the real identity of other vehicles by using 
the other things like camera etc. But, we are not 
considering that because it is out of scope. Here 
the real identity of the vehicle RVIDi will be 
passed to the Certificate Authority (CA) so it can 
store and can track the vehicle if there is some 
misbehaviour done by the vehicle so here we are 
considering the conditional privacy preservation. 

 
III. Vehicle Credential Verification by CA 

• When the CA will get the message then it will first 
check weather ΔT ≥ TCA_Ti − Ti is valid, where 
ΔT is the transmission delay for the network and 
that is predefined and the TCA_Ti is the current 
time of the Certificate Authority (CA).If it is valid, 
then go to next step; otherwise, the CA will ceases 
this connection because it might be a reply attack 
[2]. 

• Pass RVIDi of that vehicle to the next module that 
is the Pseudoidentity & Secret key Generation 
Module. 

 
IV. Registration Procedure Done By CA 
    The below shows the registration procedure that is done 
by Certificate Authority (CA) to authenticate the vehicle 
and provide it public key and secret key. 

• Secret Key Generation: To generate the secret 
key the CA will choose a random number. 

• Public Key Generation : To generate the public 
key (PUVi) the (RVIDi)⊕(SKVi) operation will 
be done that will generate the public key for that 
vehicle.Here the Registration Number is stored in 
the Tamper Proof device and cannot change by the 
vehicle itself and if vehicle want to change 
registration number it has to go for the customer 
service centre and have to change so it is unique 
and unchanged for the vehicle so here we used 
registration number as the private key for vehicle 
for the authentication requirement. 

• Pseudoidentity Generation: To provide the 
privacy to the vehicle the real identity of the 
vehicle that is RVIDi is only known to the 
Certificate Authority (CA) and we will use the 
pseudoidentity generation using the random 
number to provide the identity of the vehicle 
which will hide the real identity of the vehicle and 
will provide the privacy. Pseudoidentity will be 
generated by the (PUVi)⊕(Random Number) 
operation. 
 

V. Pass Secret Key and Certificate to Vehicle by CA 
    After the successful registration of the vehicle to 
Certificate Authority (CA) the Certificate Authority (CA) 
will pass the secret key SKVi and Certificate to the vehicle 
Vi.The secret key will used by the vehicle to generate its 
private key.Certificate Authority (CA) will pass the secret 
key to the vehicle. Now the registration number is stored in 

the vehicle's Tamper Proof Device so the vehicle will 
perform same operation with its RVIDi and secret key that 
is performed by the CA to generate the private key for that 
vehicle.As the registration number cannot change by 
vehicle by its own so no other vehicle can generate the 
same key that the CA has for that vehicle though other 
vehicle will get the secret key. 
 
    The vehicle will do the operation between its own RVIDi 
and the secret key which it gets and will generate the same 
key as the generated by the CA and passed in the Certificate 
to use that key to encrypt the message so other vehicle can 
authenticate it. That Key and the certificate will be stored in 
the tamper proof device of that vehicle Vi so that it cannot 
be misused by anyone else without password. Here we 
assume that the vehicle will change the secret key and 
pseudoidentity of itself periodically to provide privacy as 
per the requirement so certificates will not be preloaded in 
the vehicle. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Flow of Secret Key and Public Key Generation by 

CA 
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2. Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) Communication 
   The below procedure shows how the other vehicle will 
authenticate the message, that is send by the sender vehicle 
from the message of the sender vehicle. 
I. Message Generation By the Vehicle 
    When the Vehicle Vi wants to send the message to the 
other vehicle than it will use its key and MAC algorithm to 
generate the MAC of the message and will attach the 
Certificate with it and will send this message to other 
vehicles. The format of message is shown in below Fig. 
3.Here we are generating our private key by the same 
operation the Certificate Authority (CA) does to generate 
the public key so both key are the same so its provides the 
symmetrical cryptography and we can use MAC algorithm 
to send the message to other vehicle which provide less 
processing and communication overhead.  
 
     The Secret Key is provided by the Certificate Authority 
(CA) and that is only known to that vehicle Vi and the 
Certificate Authority (CA).After registration process the 
CA will send RVIDi and secret key SKVi to the vehicle. At 
the vehicle side they both will be stored in the tamper proof 
device of the vehicle. So, they cannot be steal by any other 
vehicle or user and it cannot be changed by the vehicle 
itself because the tamper proof devices  are the tamper 
resistance or the tamper evidence [12][16].The example of 
the tamper proof device is the smart card that store all the 
sensitive information on the chip within it. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Message Format Used By Proposed System 

    We can compare the communication overhead of the 
traditional PKI scheme and our PKI-SC scheme as from the 
below Table 2. 
 

Table 2 
Comparison of Communication Overhead 

Scheme Message Size (Byte)

PKI 262 B 

PKI-SC 232 B 
 
II. Message Authentication by the Other Vehicles 
    When the other vehicle Vi will get the message than it 
will again produce the MAC of the message by using the 
public key that is stored in the certificate that is attached 
with the message send by the sender vehicle. If the both of 
the MAC matches than the message will be accepted 
otherwise the message will be dropped. The whole 
verification process is shown in below Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Flow of Message Verification Process Done by Other 
Vehicles 

 
IV.SIMULATION RESULTS 

    VANET relies on the two simulators for its smooth 
functioning that are the Traffic Simulators and the Network 

Simulators [19].These both the simulators work 
independently but to fulfill the need of the VANETs 
solution required to use these both simulators together. 
Here as a network simulator NS2 has been used and as a 
traffic simulator the MOVE and simulators are used. The 
traces that are generated by the SUMO cannot be used by 
NS2 directly because it is the traffic simulator that’s why 
MOVE works as a parser for parsing that traces for 
NS2[19].Here the highway of 3 lanes has been used for the 
simulation purpose. The communication range used is the 
250 meter. The below table shows the simulation 
parameters that are used for simulation of our system and 
comparison with the existing system. 

Table 3 
Simulation Parameters for NS2 

A. Generate the Highway Scenario   

 
Fig. 5 Visualization of Vehicles on Highway in NAM 

Animator 
 
 

Packet size 232 , 262 byte 
Packet Interval 100– 300 ms 

Transmission Range 250 m 

Certificate 

Message 

MAC, MAC Key 
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    For the simulation purpose the first requirement is to 
produce the proper traffic scenario. For that MOVE has 
been used to generate the configurable number of nodes for 
the proposed system with SUMO. The highway scenario 
generated by MOVE is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
B. Comparison of Communication Delay 
     For comparison of the communication delay for PKI 
system and PKI-SC system we have used the packet size 
that is shown in Table 2.The results for the communication 
delay is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6 Communication Delay Comparison 

 

C. Comparison of Processing Delay 
      For comparison of the processing delay for PKI system 
and PKI-SC system we have used the processing time that 
we find by implementing ECDSA and MAC algorithms for 
PKI and PKI-SC system respectively on the sender and 
receiver nodes. The time we get by implementing that 
algorithms are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 
Comparison of Processing Time 

 

     Fig. 7 shows the signature generation and verification 
delay using the ECDSA algorithm that is generated from 
Eq.1 [1] and the time we get for existing and proposed 
system in Table 3. 

ΝTX = 2ΝLλpR                      (1) 

     Here, ΝL is the number of lanes, λp is the density of 
vehicles (veh/km/lane), R is the communication Range. 
From the graph in Fig. 7 we can conclude that the 
processing time or authentication time for proposed system 
is very low compared to existing PKI system that is very 
near to message without security. So, authentication 
overhead is removed in proposed system and it will also 
provide the authentication which is required for VANETs 
safety related applications which are time constraint. 

 
Fig. 7 Processing Delay Comparison 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

     In this paper we have proposed the PKI-SC system that 
is Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) using Symmetric Key 
Cryptography (SC) in VANETs that use the symmetric key 
cryptography algorithm. Asymmetric key cryptography 
algorithms are more complex than, symmetric cryptography 
algorithm and takes more time. The problem with 
symmetric key cryptography is that we need to change the 
key else if someone will steal the key than message will be 
disclose but, here we are using the vehicle registration 
number that is store in OBU of vehicle as a key that is 
unique and cannot change by owner. From results we can 
conclude that it provides security and processing time is 
low for proposed system so, there is no issue of 
authentication overhead as in ECDSA. Communication 
delay is also reduced in proposed system. It also provides 
multi-hop communication that is not possible in TESLA. In 
future work we will find processing delay issue in the form 
of braking distance of vehicles. 
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